ABSTRACT. Let fig be the Stone-Cech compactification of a group G, A a the set of all almost periodic points in G, K a c[U { supp eLIM(G)}] and R a the set of all recurrent points in fiG. In this paper we will study the relationships between K a and Ra, and between A a and Ra. We will show that for any infinite elementary amenable group G, A a R a and R a-K a =/= .
INTRODUCTION
Let G be a discrete group, M(G) the Banach space of all bounded real valued functions on G with the supremum norm, and M(G)* the conjugate Banach space on M(G). A group G is called left amenable if there exists a mean on M(G) which is left invariant [4] . Denote (2) If G is amenable, then A G C K G C WRG. [4] As mentioned in Day [3] G/H has an R0-set A', then 8-(A') is an R0-set in G (8 is the natural homomorphism of G onto G/H).
PROOF: Let A 8-(A') and G' G/H. Then for each eLIM(G), q([A '.P(XA .8) 8*p(X, 0 since 8*eLIM(G') and dc,(A') 0. Then A satisfies (R0-1).
The natural homomorphism 8 of G onto G' can be extended to a continuous mapping of/G onto/G'. We will denote the extended mapping again by 8. It is not hard to check that 8-(RG') C RG, sine A'-t3 R ' # 4, and A-gl R a # either. Thus A satisfies (R0 2), and A is an R0-set as wanted.
Before providing our main result, we will need some definitions and some structure theorems for abelian groups. For the proofs see [6] . This follows immediately from the above theorem and lemma 1.1.
CONJECTURE: Every infinite amenable group G contains an R0-set, and therefore A CR and RG-K G:.
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